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POLYVARIANT DETECT ION OF UNIN IT IAL IZED 
ARGUMENTS OF PROLOG PREDICATES*  
THOMAS LINDGREN 
C> Uninitialized variables are important o high-performance Prolog imple- 
mentations ince they can be bound much more efficiently than standard 
variables and may reduce the size of environments. In this paper, we 
propose a straightforward program transformation that detects uninitial- 
ized arguments to calls and rewrites the program to make such arguments 
obvious to the compiler. Our algorithm detects more uninitialized argu- 
ments than previously proposed methods, is robust when declarations are 
lacking and calling modes vary, and never performs worse than the mono- 
variant method previously described in the literature. On a substantial set 
of benchmarks, our algorithm always performs as well as previous methods, 
and sometimes considerably better. The transformation adds specialized 
predicates to the program, on the order of 20% of the original number of 
predicates. <1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A frequent runtime operation in Prolog is variable binding. Unfortunately, the 
general case in a common implementation such as the WAM [13] is quite expensive: 
a pointer chain of unknown length (zero steps or longer) must be followed, the 
"age" of the variable tested, the address of the variable pushed on a stack if the 
variable is too old, and finally the new value is stored in the cell. 
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An important special case is the uninitialized variable, first studied by Beer [1] 
and further explored by Van Roy [11], Getzinger [5, 6], and Bigot, Gudeman, and 
Debray [2]. Roughly speaking, a variable is uninitialized if it is unaliased and 
appears the first time in the current goal. 
An uninitialized variable corresponds to an output argument of a predicate call, 
and the binding of an uninitialized variable can be reduced to assignment (either 
of a register or a memory location). No dereferencing is needed since the variable 
is unaliased. No trailing is needed since the variable is an output argument of the 
predicate. In some cases, the binding can even be returned in a register [2, 11], 
even though Prolog normally returns results in memory. 
Beer's approach was to tag uninitialized variables as such and dynamically 
test for uninitializedness; Van Roy instead detected them through global analy- 
sis. Debray et al. relied on declared outputs in the framework of a concurrent logic 
language. 
In this paper, we develop a simple syntactic transformation that detects more 
uninitialized variables than previous methods. The transformation does not rely 
on declarations, is quite straightforward, and has been fully implemented. 
The structure of the rest of the paper is the following. Sections 2 and 3 describe 
the polyvariant transformation, Section 4 gives some concrete xamples of how the 
algorithm works, Section 5 presents an empirical evaluation of the transformation, 
Section 6 discusses related work, and Section 7 concludes the paper. 
2. TRANSFORMING PREDICATES 
2.1. Transforming a Goal 
Take a procedure call P -- p ( t l , . . .  ,$k), and a set of previously initialized vari- 
ables V. We compute the set U of uninitialized arguments as follows. (Note that 
V n U = 0 up to the last step.) Intuitively speaking, an argument to a call is unini- 
tialized if the actual argument is a variable that occurs the first time in the present 
call, and does not occur twice in the call. 
• Set U = 0. 
• For each argument t of P: 
1. If t 6 V[J U, then V := VU {t};U := U\{t}. 
2. If t is a variable and the previous condition does not hold, then U := 
u u {t}. 
3. Otherwise, V := V U fv(t). (The function fv returns the free variables of t.) 
The call arguments that appear in U are uninitialized; they have not appeared 
previously and do not appear inside terms nor twice in the present call. 
• After transforming the goal, set V := V U U. 
For a unification X = T, if X is uninitialized, then the unification can be rewrit- 
ten into an "assignment" X := T. F~rthermore, if this is the last occurrence of X, 
then variables in T that appear once and for the first time in the unification are 
viewed as uninitialized (and not added to V). 
This is possible since X was the last reference to T and now is dead: each eligible 
variable Y E fv(T) is at this point the sole reference to the corresponding variable 
cell, up to the point where we return to the caller. When the predicate returns, 
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we assume that all uninitialized variables have been initialized. This is similar to 
Van Roy's or Getzinger's treatments [11, 5]. 
Note that last-use information is vital. Consider the following example. 
p: -X = [AlAs], q(X), r(h, As). 
q([¢, d]). 
r(a, [b]). 
Since X, A, and As appear the first time in X = [h J As], it is tempting to consider 
A and As uninitialized. However, it is not the last use of X, and thus would not 
be conservative (an aggressive compiler could optimize bindings of A and As in r/2 
into assignments). Instead, A and As must be considered initialized. 
We also generate specialized versions of other primitives; the details are straight- 
forward and irrelevant o this paper. 
2.2. Transforming a Clause Body 
Using the goal transformation, we can formulate the translation of a predicate. 
We rewrite the predicate into single-clausal form, i.e., turn it into a single clause 
H ~-- B where H is a clause head with a linear sequence of variables as arguments 
and B is a disjunction of the original clauses. We then annotate the program with 
last-use information to handle unifications correctly: the last syntactic occurrence 
of each program variable is associated with the goal in which it occurs. 
We assume H = p(X1 , . . . ,Xm,  U1, . . . ,Un) where U = {U1,...,U,~} are unini- 
tialized arguments. 
Take V0 = {X1,. •., Xm} as the set of initialized variables. We transform a clause 
body as follows. We assume for notational convenience that goals are transformed 
"in place" and pass around the set V of variables that have appeared so far. The 
transformation starts with V = V0. 
• For a conjunction (A, B), transform A, which yields V'; then translate B 
using V ~ yielding V( ~, and return V ' .  
• For a disjunction (A; B), transform A yielding V I and B yielding V". Return 
V I U V ' .  
• For a goal G, apply the goal transformation described previously. 
Other constructs are handled similarly, in particular, if-then-else and negation- 
as-failure. 
3. TRANSFORMING PROGRAMS 
We now turn our local analysis into a global one by redirecting calls with unini- 
tialized arguments to specialized predicates, while simultaneously generating the 
required specialized predicates. The centerpiece for this transformation is the call 
table, a memo table that stores calls and the corresponding specialized predicates. 
A call mode of a predicate is a description of what predicate arguments are 
uninitialized directly before a call to the predicate. A success mode of the same 
predicate is a description of what predicate arguments are uninitialized directly 
after a call to the predicate. 
We will make the assumption that uninitialized arguments are always initial- 
ized by the called procedure; this is reasonable since garbage collection and 
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implementation become generally easier. Likewise, returning uninitialized variables 
is uncommon since it implies that the variable is not examined. Since all return 
arguments are initialized, all success modes are trivial, and we need not keep track 
of them. 
We write the mode of an uninitialized argument as " - "  and the mode of an 
initialized argument as "+." This is slightly different from conventional mode 
declarations, but we hope it will not cause any confusion. The call mode of a 
predicate is a tuple of argument modes, e.g., (+, - ,  +). 
We assume that when entry points are given, they are given as proposed for ISO 
Prolog modules, that is, only as predicate name/arity pairs. No further declarations 
are required (in particular, no mode declarations for entry points are needed or 
assumed in the rest of the paper). 
3.1. Monovariant Transformation 
For a monovariant transformation, the call table keeps one call mode per predicate. 
When the call mode is updated (e.g., a call mode argument changes from " - "  to 
"÷" due to computing a least upper bound), the predicate is reanalyzed. 1 When 
the analysis is done, we perform the clause transformation for every predicate in 
the program starting from the stored call modes. 
3.2. Polyvariant Transformation 
A polyvariant analysis is equally simple. The call table T maps tuples of predicate 
names and call modes to specializations. A specialization consists of a name and a 
definition of the specialized predicate. Initially, we seed T with an entry 
T[p/n, (+ , . . . ,  +)] := (p, d) 
for every entry point p/n with definition d. 
When a predicate p/n is called with call mode M, we check if (p/n, M) is in the 
table; if so, we simply return the name of the specialized version and rewrite the 
call to invoke the specialized efinition instead. If the call mode is not found, we 
invent a new name, enter a new specialization i to the table, transform the called 
predicate, and fill in the table entry with the specialized code. 
While specializing a clause H ~- B for a mode M, the head H is rewritten to 
make outputs explicit as in Section 2, yielding Hq Then, the body B is rewritten 
to redirect calls to specializations, yielding B ~. Finally, H ~ ~- B ~ is returned, and 
subsequently inserted into the call table. 
When the transformation terminates, we extract the program from the table 
simply by collecting the definitions tored therein. 
3.3. Notes 
Since there is no need to reconsider specializations (call modes are never merged), 
the polyvariant algorithm transforms clause bodies on the fly, rather than as a 
post-pass. In the implementation, call modes are stored as bit vectors. This makes 
table checks inexpensive. 
1There is no need to reanalyze the callers of the predicate Since success modes never change. 
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Both the polyvariant and monovariant transformations terminate, since the num- 
ber of possible call modes is finite (although theoretically exponential in the number 
of arguments). 
In practice, the number of versions eems to be limited, as discussed below. 
4. EXAMPLES 
We shall illustrate the workings of our algorithm with two examples. 
Assuming that the set of uninitialized arguments of a goal is U = {X1, . . . ,  Xn}, 
we will use the notational convenience 
(X l , . . . ,Xn)  :=p( t l , . . . , t rn )  
to suggest hat output arguments are, in effect, assignable. If n = 1, we will omit 
the parentheses, as is conventional. It should be understood that this is equivalent 
to the original call if one disregards the knowledge of output arguments. 
4.1. First Example 
Consider the nreverse program without entry point declarations, rewritten into a 
form reminiscent of Van Roy's Kernel Prolog [11]. A lack of entry points is realistic, 
e.g., when the program contains call/1 and no indication of what predicates can 
be called. The polyvariant transformation still manages to break out an efficient 
subprogram. (Interestingly, it has then also ensured that the new specializations 
will never be invoked by call/l, and so can be compiled more efficiently.) 
main  :- n reverse( [ l ,2 ,3  .... ] ,X),  wr i te(X) ,  nl. 
n reverse(A ,B)  :- 
( A = [], B = [] 
; A = [X{Xs], n reverse(Xs ,Ys ) ,  append(Ys , [X] ,B )  
). 
append(A ,B ,C)  :- 
(A=[ ] ,B=C 
; A = [XlXs], C = 
). 
[XIZs], append(Xs,B,Zs) 
The entry points to the program are main/0, nreverse/2 and append/3. 
• Starting with main/0, we find that nreverse is called with mode (+, - )  and 
generate a new version of nreverse/2 with that mode, nreverse_l/2. 
• Traversing nreverse_l/2, the algorithm finds that the recursive call has mode 
(+, - ) ;  it is redirected to become nreverse_l/2. Likewise, append/3 is found 
to have mode (+, +, -). The  transformation generates append_I/3. 
• When traversing append_i/3, the recursive call is redirected to append_ I /3  
since the third argument  is uninitialized. (Note that we  consider Zs to be 
uninitialized, even though it appears inside a structure.) 
• At  this point, we  are done with main/0. The  next entry point is nreverse/2. 
We find that nreverse/2 invokes itself with mode (+,-) ,  so the recursive 
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call is redirected to nreverse_l/2. The call to append/3 must be retained, 
however, since the mode is (+, +, +). 
• Finally, we consider append/3. Using mode (+, +, +), it cannot be improved: 
the recursive call is also invoked with (+, +, +). 
The new program is as follows. 
main :- X : :  nreverse_ l ( [1 ,2 ,3  . . . .  ] ) ,  wr i te(X),  n l .  
B := nreverse_l(A) "- 
( A = [], S := [] 
; A = [XlXs], Ys 
). 
:: nreverse_l(Xs), B := append(Ys, [X]) 
C := append_l(A,B) :- 
( A = [], B := C 
; A = [XlXs], C :: [XIZs], Zs 
). 
:: append_l(Xs,B) 
nreverse(A,B) :- 
( A = [], B = [] 
; A = [XlXs], Ys := nreverse_l(Xs), append(Ys,[X],B) 
). 
append(A,B,C) :- 
(A= [ ] ,B=C 
; A = [XlXs], C = [XlZs], append(Xs,B,Zs) 
). 
If we delete nreverse/2 and append/3, we get precisely the result that Aquarius 
Prolog would infer if only mai.n/0 were considered an entry point. 
4.2. Second Example 
The second example illustrates when predicates are called in different modes, again 
without declaring entry points. 
main :- read(Term), free_vars(Term,FV,[]) ,  write(FV),  nl. 
free_vars(X,FVO,FVl)  : -var (X) ,  !, FVO = [XJFVI]. 
free_vars(X,FVO,FVl)  :- atomic(X),!,  FVO = FVI. 
free_vars (X,FVO ,FV I ) : -  
x : . .  [_IXs], 
free_vats_list (Xs, FVO, FVI). 
free_vars_l ist([] ,FVO,FVl) :- FVO = FVI. 
free_vars_l ist([XJXs] ,FVO,FV2) :- 
f r ee_vars (X, FVO, FV i), 
free_vats_list (Xs, FVl, FV2). 
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When the polyvariant transformation is applied, the following versions are gener- 
ated. 
main/0 
ffee_vars/3 
ffee_varsJist/3 
() 
(+, +, -), (+, - ,  -), (+, - ,  +), (+, +, +) 
(+, +, -), (+,- ,  -), (+, -, +), (+, +, +) 
The different versions appear due to the difference list arguments: version (+, - ,  +) 
due to giving [] as an argument to free_vars/3, version (+, +, +) as a safeguard 
since we gave no entry declarations, and the other two versions due to the interplay 
of free_vats/3 and free_varslist/3. 
Note that if main/0 was removed, the versions (+, - ,  +) and (+, - ,  - )  disappear, 
but (+, +, - )  and (+, +, +) are retained. The (+, +, - )  versions appear due to the 
call site where free_vars_list/3 calls free_vars/3 in mode (+, +, - ) .  This means that 
free_vars/3 in turn calls free_vars_list/3 in mode (+, +, - ) .  
A monovariant transformation ly yields versions (+, +, +) for free_vars/3 and 
free_vars_list/3, even if main/0 is given as entry point. The reason is that [] appears 
as an argument to free_vars/3, and that the second argument is threaded through 
the program--as mentioned previously, we assume that procedure calls initialize 
arguments before returning. 
If module entry points are absent, the transformation must assume that any 
predicate can be called from outside the module. The monovariant transformation 
then naturally cannot find any uninitialized predicate arguments. (It can still de- 
tect local uninitialized arguments to primitives, but such a step does, of course, 
not require global information.) In contrast, the polyvariant transformation can 
extract subprograms that use uninitialized variables if the program introduces such 
variables, as shown above. 
4.3. Being a Wily Programmer 
Using the observation that calls with uninitialized arguments will generate sub- 
programs that exploit such arguments, the programmer can ensure that the trans- 
formation extracts uninitialized variables by rewriting the intended (if undeclared) 
entry points as follows. 
Consider the predicate 
p(X1,..., Xk, Xk+l , . . . ,  X~) ~ B. 
If the module writer intends arguments (Xk+l,..., Xn) as outputs, the program is 
simply rewritten into the following: 
p(X1, . . .  ,Xk, Yk+l ,  - • • , Yn) +-- B, Yk+l "~" Xk+l , . . . ,  Yn "~- Xn. 
The transformation algorithm now can detect uninitialized outputs in B, subject 
to the restrictions of our algorithm. 
This rewriting makes explicit a transformation also done by the Mercury compiler 
for strongly typed, strongly moded logic programs [9], i.e., moving the outputs of a 
call to after that call. One option might be to declare the outputs of module entry 
points to get this effect automatically as in Mercury. 
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If p/n is a simple loop predicate, the above implies that one iteration is peeled 
off the loop, and the rest is spent in the optimized version, as shown above in the 
nreverse xample. (This can be viewed as a simplistic form of call forwarding [3].) 
5. EMPIR ICAL  EVALUATION 
We have performed the proposed transformation on a set of Prolog benchmark 
programs. In order to compare the sizes of programs, we listed them on a canonical 
format using listing/0 (i.e., no blank lines or comments). The number of lines of 
the resulting file, counted by the UNIX utility wc, was taken as the lines of code 
(loc) of the program. 
5.1. Experiment Setup 
The Berkeley benchmarks i a well-known suite of Prolog benchmarks used to eval- 
uate Aquarius Prolog. The 24 programs are small to moderate in size (15-900 
loc), and total 3400 loc. We also included a collection of five larger benchmarks in 
order to study the effects on more substantial programs: plwam (2200 loc), chat 
(3900 loc), bamspec (1i00 loc), kish_fo (2700 loc), syml_fo (2000 loc). The last two 
programs use call/ l, which was transformed into a first-order dispatching predi- 
cate prior to analysis (i.e., the first-order call/1 tests the functor of the argument 
and then calls the correct goal). Our study does not consider dynamic predicates 
occurring in the benchmarks. 
Note that the program chat occurred in two versions of varying size. One is re- 
ported under the Berkeley benchmarks, the other among the second set of programs. 
We performed two experiments on the programs. First, we considered the pro- 
grams with entry points declared. We compared the monovariant transformation 
with the polyvariant transformation, both as described in Section 3. 
The second experiment ran the polyvariant algorithm without declaring any 
entry points. As mentioned above, this mode can be used when the code contains 
call/1 or similar constructs (in which case we do not know the calling mode), or 
when the user will not declare entry points. 
Our measurements for the monovariant analysis differs from those of Van Roy 
and Despain [12] (VR below) in the following respects: 
• VR work with Horn clauses, which is not required for our algorithm. 
• We use the geometric mean, while VR use the arithmetic mean, to present 
the results. 
• Our algorithm eliminates dead procedures, which are not shown in the tables. 
VR include such procedures in their totals. 
• In benchmarks that lacked a main/0 predicate, we added such a predicate 
calling the actual benchmark entry point. (This was done to get a uniform 
benchmark startup convention.) 
Otherwise, the results for the monovariant analysis appear to be identical to 
those of Van Roy and Despain. 
5.2. Measurements 
Wemeasuredthenumberofpredicatesinthetransformedprogram (counting all spe- 
cializations of a predicate collectively as one predicate), the number of specializations 
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preds vers U C A C/A U/A (C+U)/A C/U 
boyer 24 25 17 1 61 0.02 0.28 0.30 0.06 
browse 14 14 10 0 42 0.00 0.24 0.24 0.00 
chat 155 242 330 83 742 0.11 0.44 0.56 0.25 
crypt 9 12 0 3 18 0.17 0.00 0.17 ce 
divl0 3 3 1 0 3 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00 
fastmu 7 7 11 0 35 0.00 0.31 0.31 0.00 
flatten 28 43 22 14 83 0.17 0.27 0.43 0.64 
log10 3 3 1 0 3 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00 
meta_qs 8 8 3 0 I0 0.00 0.30 0.30 0.00 
mu 9 16 2 7 17 0.41 0.12 0.53 3.50 
hand 40 47 46 8 174 0.05 0.26 0.31 0.17 
nrev 4 4 2 0 5 0.00 0.40 0.40 0.00 
ops8 3 3 1 0 3 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00 
poly_10 12 12 9 0 27 0.00 0.33 0.33 .0.00 
prover 10 10 6 0 22 0.00 0.27 0.27 0.00 
qsort 4 4 3 0 7 0.00 0.43 0.43 0.00 
queens8 8 8 5 0 16 0.00 0.31 0.31 0.00 
query 6 6 6 0 7 0.00 0.86 0.86 0.00 
reducer 30 36 17 7 95 0.07 0.18 0.25 0.41 
sdda 29 37 17 8 81 0.10 0.21 0.31 0.47 
serial 8 9 6 1 16 0.06 0.38 0.44 0.17 
simple 67 79 62 13 254 0.05 0.24 0.30 0.21 
tak 3 3 1 0 4 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.00 
times10 3 3 1 0 3 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00 
unify 28 42 25 18 140 0.13 0.18 0.31 0.72 
zebra 6 6 1 0 10 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.00 
bamspec 111 135 161 28 498 0.06 0.32 0.38 0.17 
chat 413 625 539 214 1601 0.13 0.34 0.47 0.40 
kish_fo 218 435 0 283 1099 0.26 0.00 0.26 c~ 
plwam 220 361 209 132 864 0.15 0.24 0.39 0.63 
syml_fo 51 73 0 23 106 0.22 0.00 0.22 ce 
F IGURE 1. Measurements: number of predicates, number of specialized versions, num- 
ber of always (U) and sometimes (C) uninitialized arguments, total number of arguments 
(A), ratios among C, U, and A. 
generated, the number of predicate arguments that always were uninitialized, and 
the number of arguments that were sometimes uninitialized. The "always unini- 
tialized" arguments, or unconditionally uninitialized arguments, U correspond to 
those detected by a monovariant transformation, while the polyvariant ransfor- 
mation also detects the "sometimes uninitialized," or conditionally uninitialized 
arguments C. The total number of arguments, uninitialized or not, is written as A. 
The full table of measurements can be found as in Figure 1. The main items of 
interest are the number of specializations versus the number of original predicates, 
and the difference between (C + U)/A and U/A. 
5.2.1. Precision. From the table, we can see that the majority of uninitialized 
arguments are often unconditionally uninitialized. For 15 of the programs, there is 
no difference between the monovariant and the polyvariant transformations; for 16 
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of the programs, from 2% to 26% of the total number of arguments are conditionally 
uninitialized. 
We take the largest of the benchmark programs, chat and nand of the Berkeley 
programs and bamspec, chat, kish_fo, plwam, and syml_fo of the other set, as 
particularly interesting since they represent a more realistic set of programs. These 
are called "the larger programs" in the rest of the paper. 
Program (C + U)/A U/A (C + U)/U 
chat 0.56 0.45 1.24 
nand 0.31 0.26 1.19 
bamspec 0.38 0.32 1.19 
chat 0.47 0.34 1.38 
kish_fo 0.26 0.00 ec 
plwam 0.39 0.24 1.62 
syml_fo 0.21 0.00 cc 
Geo.mean 0.35 0.31 1.32 
We also computed the geometric mean of (C + U)/U for the entire benchmark 
set, and found it to be 1.14. The geometric mean of the total percentage of unini- 
tialized arguments, (C + U)/A was found to be 0.32; one argument in three is 
detectable as uninitialized for some calls to a predicate, on the average. Counting 
only unconditional rguments, U/A, yields a geometric mean of 0.28. 
Two of the larger programs, kishJo and syml_fo, used call/ l, and so had no un- 
conditional uninitialized arguments. The algorithm successfully found conditionally 
uninitialized arguments (e.g., noncall/1 call sites with uninitialized arguments). 
For the larger programs, the geometric mean of (C + U)/A and U/A was 0.35 
and 0.31, respectively (excluding kish_fo and syml_fo from the total). The pro- 
portion of conditionally uninitialized arguments increased as the programs grew 
larger, possibly because multiple call sites turned unconditional argument modes 
into conditional ones. 
5.2.2. Number of Specializations. We then considered the number of specializa- 
tions required to generate these results. We computed the geometric mean of the 
ratio of the number of versions (vers column) and the number of original predicates 
(preds column), and found it to be 1.18; one predicate in six generates an extra ver- 
sion. For the larger programs, the geometric mean was 1.48: Part of the difference 
is due to the presence of call/1 in kish_fo and syml_fo. 
5.2.3. No Declared Entry Points. We measured the effect of not declaring entry 
points. In this case, the metric of interest is the number of extra versions generated. 
The monovariant transformation is unable to detect any uninitialized arguments 
since every predicate may be called with any argument. 
The precision ofthe polyvariant transformation lacking entry points is similar to 
that where entry points are declared. The entry points are still present in the 
benchmarks, o the polyvariant transformation still extracts that subprogram, with 
the same results. However, it also considers all other predicates equally interest- 
ing as starting points, and so may extract a number of extra specializations. In 
particular, all of the original predicates will be retained with call mode (+ . . . .  , +). 
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We computed the ratio of the number of predicates for the polyvariant trans- 
formation without declared entry points to that of the original program, as above. 
The number of specializations ranged from 1.30 to 2.93 of the number of predicates, 
with larger programs generally increasing more in size. 
The geometric mean for all the programs was 1.64. Two out of three predicates 
required an extra version without declared entry points. For the larger programs, 
the geometric mean was 2.06. Every predicate then, on the average, required one 
extra version without declared entry points. 
5.2.4. Timing Results. The polyvariant transformation generally is quite fast. 
Even without declaring entry points, it rarely took more than a second (excluding 
preprocessing, arbage collection, and I /O time) on a 55 MHz Sun MP/630 (using 
one processor) under SICStus Prolog 2.1.9. The average xecution time over all 
benchmarks was 405 ms, the median 175 ms. The large version of chat required 
the most time, 4500 ms. Only four programs required more than 1000 ms. 
5.3. Summary and Discussion 
The polyvariant transformation with entry points is economic, in the sense that it 
can be computed efficiently, improves on the monovariant transformation (some- 
times substantially, e.g., when the program employs call/ l, at other times less), 
and increases the number of predicates modestly. 
The number of predicates increases by 64% on the average when no entry points 
are declared; this is because the program must provide all of the original predicates, 
as well as some specialized versions of these predicates. In general, the increase 
was greater for the larger programs, which indicates that at least large programs 
probably require entry point declarations, or compile times may be unacceptably 
high. 
Since most code is written in a modular style, much of the generated code will 
then be executed rarely or never (unless, e.g., call/1 is used unpredictably). It is 
there to provide safety for a case that never occurs. We recommend three meth- 
ods to cope with this problem: ensure that program entry points are declared as 
far as possible, compress the procedures (e.g., into byte code) and generate native 
code on demand, or merge versions where benefits are marginal (e.g., using pro- 
filing information or estimation of enabled optimizations to weed out unprofitable 
cases). 
A full comparison of the polyvariant and monovariant transformation would 
entail compiling both of the transformed programs and measuring the differences 
in execution times as well as actual code size. We have in this study not considered 
which predicates generate xtra versions; if those predicates are large, then the 
actual code size may increase more than the above results show. On the other 
hand, voluminous programs need not necessarily generate more code; current Prolog 
native code compilers can reduce code size substantially when mode information is 
available. 
Translation into native code and measuring the executables would reveal whether 
the larger amount of code also translates into an increase in the size of the exe- 
cutable, and whether there are adverse I-cache effects. Unfortunately, we have at 
the time of writing no access to a compiler (such as Aquarius Prolog) that enables 
such a comparison. 
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6. RELATED WORK 
Beer [1] was the first to exploit uninitialized variables. This was done by a runtime 
approach, where registers and heap cells were tagged as uninitialized when created 
and modified during execution when unifications and similar operations occurred. 
He found that a large portion of the dynamically occurring variables actually were 
uninitialized. On a set of benchmarks, he found that dereferencing and trailing 
could be substantially reduced. 
Van Roy [11] defined a static analysis that (among other things) derived unini- 
tialized arguments. Our monovariant transformation i  essence mimics the "unini- 
tializedness" subset of Van Roy's analyzer and achieves approximately the same 
precision [12]. Our work thus shows that this part of Van Roy's analysis can be fac- 
tored out of the rest of his analysis without losing precision, and that polyvariance 
further improves the results while avoiding code explosion. 
Getzinger improved on Van Roy's analysis and explored some alternatives, but 
remained within the monovariant framework [5, 6]. 
Taylor [10] subsequently incorporated uninitialized variables into his Parma com- 
piler, and reported substantial performance gains. However, no indication of the 
number of uninitialized arguments derived was given. 
The recently developed strongly typed, strongly moded logic programming lan- 
guage Mercury [9] restricts programs o that outputs are always uninitialized; how- 
ever, the compiler equires declarations to this effect. 
Bigot, Gudeman, and Debray [2] have developed an algorithm to decide which 
output arguments should be returned in registers, and which should be returned 
in memory. It may be interesting to consider this for our benchmark set, and to 
possibly use multiple versions of a predicate for different call sites. The Bigot- 
Gudeman-Debray lgorithm uses a single version per predicate. 
Gudeman, de Bosschere, Debray, and Kannan [3] have defined call forwarding as 
a way to hoist type tests out of loops, or in general when the call site can statically 
decide tests in the callee. As shown in the nreverse xample, our polyvariant 
transformation ccasionally generates crude "call forwarding" by breaking out calls 
with uninitialized arguments, This suggests that we could possibly share code 
between predicate versions. Van Roy's compiler [11] merges multiple calls that 
have produced the same intermediate code, which can be seen as the reverse of call 
forwarding. 
We are only aware of two implementations of multiple specialization for Prolog 
programs: Sahlin's partial evaluator Mixtus [8] can generate multiple versions of a 
predicate, and Puebla and Hermenegildo [7] have recently used multiple specializa- 
tion to improve the parallelization of &-Prolog. 
We finally note that the proposed transformation can be seen as an abstract 
interpretation [4]followed by a program transformation based on the derived results. 
7. CONCLUSION 
We have proposed asimple polyvariant transformation that detects not only "always 
uninitialized" predicate arguments, but also "sometimes uninitialized" predicate ar- 
guments, and exploits such opportunities by specializing calls and predicates. 
The transformation does not perform an iterative fix point computation, but in- 
stead generates new versions of the called predicate, one per call mode. This method 
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is more robust than summarizing all calls since there is no risk that different calls 
to the same predicate bleed together to produce inferior modes and thus inferior 
code. 
The transformation can be applied with or without entry point declarations. 
When entry points are available, the number of extra versions increases modestly--  
on the order of 20% for our set of benchmark programs. When no entry points 
are available, a situation occurring when call/1 is used, the number of versions 
increases by approximately 65% for the benchmark set. In this case, the polyvariant 
transformation still derives uninitialized arguments, while the monovariant analysis 
is unable to do so. 
My thanks go to Per Mildner and HSkan Millroth for reading and commenting on this paper, and 
to Mats Carlsson for providing the large programs used in benchmarking. My thanks also to the 
referees for their comments. 
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